
Questions
Activity count 5
Participant count 14
Average responses 9.6

Which concept best 
fulfills the vision of the 
community?

Activity type Multiple choice

Total responses 14
Response options Count
Concept A 6
Concept B 5
Concept C 3

What do you like about 
Concept A? Activity type Open ended

Total responses 12
Responses
I like the additional shaded areas and there appears to be something for everyone. Young all the way to the seasoned adults.
I like each zone is clearly segmented. There is a deepwater diving area, lap lanes for serious swimmers, and the shallow / kids area is 
separated.
The covered play area for children is good and supervision by parents seems easier. The runway would be used as a jump off for kids 
learning to swim.
I like the shade over the pool and entry through the historic building.
I like the large zero entry and its shade and I like the preservation of the Givens Pool's "deep end" and diving board.
The quantity of shade, the location and orientation of the multipurpose room, keeping the entry in the same place.
Love the amount and variety of shade over the pool and along the side. With the "runway" portion of the plan, it creates more edges in the 
pool for people to lean up next to and hang out.
Shade area is great. Lots of changing space which helps to keep kids and families separate from the adults and the "swimmers".
Rain Garden,  perimeter shade, diving board centered
Runway, diving well, lane position, shade, space for zero depth
There's more space for residents to swim.  I don't like the 6 lap lanes.  Would prefer no more than 4.
The shade and runway

What do you like about 
Concept B? Activity type Open ended

Total responses 6
Responses
Really like the larger Open Swim Area. Great relationship to "yellow" seat wall. Also  like play features near the zero entry
Orientation of lap lanes, amount of open swim space, lack of formal divider between areas.

Concept B has a strong layout  and should be great for families. The larger open area should be good for group play. Site lines are good.

Lots of open swim space, and the large water bench.
I like the large open swim area because in the current design people always moved into the laps. The lap lane orientation is best this way 
as well.
Really just the orientation of the lap lanes.

What do you like about 
Concept C? Activity type Open ended

Total responses 8
Responses
I like the shape and design of the shade structures. I like that it extends from the open air pavillion.
Best Layout! This such a great way to separate younger kids and adults. I love the benches and zero-depth in the smaller pool. This will be 
a great activity pool. The larger pool gives SOO many options for swimmers, programming lessons, events, and families to have open 
space. Lap pool can be great to keep open all year.
Like the multi-purpose building and historic building on both ends of the pool. The slide orientation in this concept has the most circulation 
around the bottom of the slide.
Like use of historic bathhouse, interesting runway design.
I like that the lap Lanes are separate from the open swim.
The separation is good.  The lap pool could be heated separately for all year around swim
multip purpose room location, perimeter shade, water benches, large rain garden, preservation of diving area
I like the preservation of the diving area. Swimming under the runway is cool. Shaded entry is a plus. All concepts should have maximum 
shade.

Is there anything else 
you'd like to add to the 
concepts?

Activity type Open ended

Total responses 8
Responses
There is plenty of shade! Do not want to be cold in this pool which tends to have a heavy breeze/shade from it's location as it already 
stands. Shade while outside of the pool is great. Year round (heating) like other pools in central/west austin -- this was never presented as 
a feature we could vote on, so pitting it against features that were voted on doesn't feel valid. It would be great to understand how a pool is 
considered for heating and how this came to be for the existing heated pools. As it stands now, repeatedly the community has brought up 
this feature, and repeatedly we are told it is weighed against various factors. We have not been told where we can see that analysis, 
whether it has been done for Givens, and generally what the plan is for heated pools on the east side. It is frustrating that private public 
partnerships like Mueller have access to heated pools that are unavailable to the public. Fix lawn so it isnt full of stickers or just put in turf. 
Expand fence perimeter so folks have more space to spread out on the hill and/or consider adding terraced platforms on the hill. Like 
keeping more open swim space and the pool "open". If dividers are used, it would be great if they also had benches or some other feature 
that integrated them a bit more and they don't just turn into running areas for kids. More vegetation! It would be great to build in a 
community"swim up" movie screen :D
There is an opportunity to work the slide into the natural grade at the pool, opportunity to have bottom of the slide on the south side to 
create a more dynamic space. We'd love to see some sloped lawn areas incorporated to layout towels.
Not at this time.
No matter which design, I hope there is A LOT of attractive vegetation around for the enjoyment of the people and the critters.
More shade options in C. Separate pools for fecal indicates with kids will help to keep part of the pool open. Strong Wifi.
More shade. Waterslide into the big pool
More shade. Water feature outside of pool where young children can play.
Would the bathrooms be updated?
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